CASE STUDY

ENABLING END USERS DIRECT SFTP ACCESS TO DATA IN GOOGLE
CLOUD PLATFORMS.
THE ENTERPRISE FILE FABRIC FOR BOMBORA.

CHALLENGE
Bombora is the industry’s leading provider of B2B intent data, providing analytics and insight
on what products and capabilities companies are researching. It is utilized by more than 70%
of B2B marketers, and these ﬁrms use intent data to develop targeted marketing and sales
campaigns. The events underlying intent data come from the Bombora Cooperative, a
publisher co-op that includes over 4,000 highly traﬃcked web sites that generates over two
billion web events per day. Bombora aggregates this data at a company level and provides
analytics and data integrations with leading marketing and sales platforms to its co-op
members and customers.
In the early stages of the company, intent data was managed on-premises in MongoDB. Data
and processing volumes have grown substantially since the company’s inception. Intent data
now comprises hundreds of terabytes. In 2017, the company moved its data to the cloud
and selected Google Cloud Platform’s (GCP) Big Query and Google Cloud Storage to house
the data.
The migration to Big Query and GCS was successful but providing access to co-op partners
and customers proved to be diﬃcult. Bombora’s systems were designed to allow clients to
download their data via SFTP, but GCP does not support native SFTP access to Google
storage. As a result, Bombora developed automated processes to copy ﬁles to SFTP servers.
Given the volumes and large size of the ﬁles, the processes were brittle and caused
unnecessary delays.

USE CASE AND SOLUTION
Dave Richardson, Bombora’s VP of Technology, undertook a search for a technology that
would “enable clients’ SFTP access directly to their data in GCP – without the need for
additional processing.” Bombora clients span the globe and depend on this data, so “the
system has to be reliable with designed redundancy to prevent downtime.” After a market
survey and evaluation, Dave selected the Enterprise File Fabric.
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The File Fabric runs on Bombora’s GCP instance with two independent web instances frontended by a load balancer. These are linked to File Fabric-replicated metadata databases also
running in GCP. This conﬁguration provides a very resilient and reliable service and acts as
an enabler for customers to quickly access their data.
The transition for customers was easy with customers only having to change the SFTP
endpoint, otherwise it was completely transparent. From Bombora’s standpoint, running the
File Fabric in GCP completely streamlined their processes and eliminated the timeconsuming processes of moving data manually from GCP cloud storage to an SFTP server.

RESULTS
Bombora has been a File Fabric user now going on four years. Dave Richardson, VP
Technology said: “SFTP operations run very smoothly, and the File Fabric has been very
reliable and a huge time saver. I would recommend The Enterprise File Fabric to my peers.”

ABOUT

STORAGE MADE EASY®
Storage Made Easy provides a software solution, the
Enterprise File Fabric™, which unites on-cloud and onpremises ﬁle and object storage infrastructure indexing
ﬁle and object metadata and content. The metadata is
used to build a global ﬁle system and enforce compliance
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with current and incoming legislation and provide
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enhanced cybersecurity against data challenges such as
PHI / PII exposure and ransomware attacks, whilst also
accelerating end user and system workﬂows.
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sales@storagemadeeasy.com
Free hosted and enterprise trials available from
www.storagemadeeasy.com

The metadata catalogue is kept up to date in real-time
and provides a single uniﬁed entry point to corporate
data, providing access to over 60 ﬁle and object storage
solutions, including Windows Filers, SAN, NAS, Amazon,
Azure and Google Cloud, whereby legacy and new data
repositories can be accessed and controlled from a single
pane of glass.
The company is backed by Moore Strategic Ventures, LLC,
the private investment vehicle of Louis M. Bacon, in
addition to entrepreneurs in the London market
insurance industry, who have previously successfully sold
their company to a listed peer.
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